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Public comment
Agenda item 7.1 - DG Fairhaven Biomass
Power Purchase Agreement Expiration

Matthew Marshall
Lori Taketa
Richard Engel; Nancy Stephenson
FW: Revision to Redwood Coast"s Proposal to Supply Power
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 10:33:45 AM
RedwoodCoastRCEAProposal1120.pdf

Lori,
See attached written public comment for the DG Fairhaven item.
Thanks,
Matthew
From: David O'Neill
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2020 10:18 AM
To: Richard Engel
Matthew Marshall
Cc: Kevin Davis

; Kevin Leary
; Aaron Roberts
>; Diane O'Neill

; Brian Morrison
blue lake
>; Glen Zane

Subject: Revision to Redwood Coast's Proposal to Supply Power

Dear Mr. Marshall and Mr. Engle,
In an effort to make our proposal to supply power to the RCEA more attractive to you and
your Board, we have modified our proposal to supply the power at a price of $50/MWh. A
copy of the letter documenting this modification is attached to this e-mail.
This letter is intended to be an open letter to be shared with the Board members and your
customers prior to and at the Board meeting scheduled for November 19, 2020. Redwood
Coast would appreciate your efforts to supply this letter to the members of the Board and
participants in the Board meeting as well as make the letter available to the general public both
prior to and at the meeting.
David S. O'Neill
Attorney at Law
LandGas Technology LLC
5487 N. Milwaukee Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60630-1249
(O) (773) 792-1310
(F) (773) 792-8358

Public Comment, RCEA Board of Directors
Item 7.1, DG Fairhaven Biomass Power Purchase Agreement Expiration
From: Kit Mann
Disclosures: I am a member of the RCEA CAC. I am making these comments as an individual; I am not
representing the views of the CAC or any agency or organization, explicitly not the City of Blue Lake.
Dear Board Members,
My home is the closest residential structure to the Blue Lake biomass power plant and I observe it on an
almost daily basis. I offer the following facts in response to David O’Neill’s letter to RCEA dated
November 18, 2021.
•

The plant has not been operational for nearly six years. By all appearances during this time the
plant has been steadily falling into disrepair. There has been no outward evidence of any
significant work or maintenance being done on any part of the facility for several years now.
The plant is nearly 40 years old.

•

The very large pile of biomass material on site has been there for as long as the plant has been
idle. Its usability as a fuel is highly questionable. Further, because the site is already choked
with this old material, the facility would have a hard time accepting current mill waste, removing
one of the stated benefits of biomass power plants for our region.

•

It is my understanding from conversations with the NCUAQMD that because the plant has been
idle for more than five years, their current air quality permits have lapsed and they would have
to apply for entirely new permits.

•

The plant is located on property owned by the City of Blue Lake and the ground lease expires in
2025. In 2019 the plant owners requested an extension to the lease which the City Council
denied by vote.

•

When it was operating, the plant accrued a very large number of air quality violations and had
numerous other operational and financial difficulties. In addition, there was significant public
opposition to the plant; petitions from hundreds of Blue Lake residents opposing the plant were
submitted to the Blue Lake City Council, and the Blue Lake Rancheria opposes the plant. These
are all matters of public record.

These are just a few of the major issues with this biomass power plant. It is hard to imagine how the
price they are offering for power could support the costs of surmounting these problems to restart the
plant. Biomass energy is already a very contentious issue, and enabling this particular plant to restart
could embroil RCEA in further and escalating controversy. I urge the Board to continue to pursue the
other opportunities described by staff that have a higher likelihood of success.
Thank you.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Daniel Chandler
Public Comment
Agenda Item 7.1 RCEA Board Meeting November 19, 2020. ERROR CORRECTION
Thursday, November 19, 2020 12:38:08 PM

To the Clerk. I apologize, but I misstated a fact when I sent this email. It is coITected in the
following.
Thank you.

Dear RCEA Board,
Item 7.1 reads:
Provide staffwith guidance on whether or how to replace the renewable energy attributes
associated with the expiring DG Fairhaven power purchase agreement
I would like to comment briefly.
1. I hope there will not be an attempt to revive this contract or contrnct with Blue Lake. The
equipment in both plants is antiquated, which means it is a public health hazard and that it
emits far more greenhouse gases than is necessaiy for the power produced.
2. In the present circumstances, calling biomass "renewable" energy is obfuscation. Assuming
that we will continue to cut trees and have sawmills, the question is what method of using
sawmill waste will contribute least to global waiming. There ai·e many options, including a
plant with a modem design to produce energy and biochar, but burning it for power in
inefficient equipment is at the exti·eme damaging end of these options.
The two existing biomass plants together emit approximately as much greenhouse gases
in a year as does the Humboldt County ti·anspo1iation sector. We need to be actively
planning alternative uses for sawmill waste.
3. The Blue Lake plant has been a model of unreliability. It would be foolish to conti·act with
it again.
4. I urge the Board to replace the Fairhaven shai·e of our "renewable" power with power from
wind or solai· and to continue to tiy to move the other biomass generation plant owners towai·d
climate protective alternatives for sawmill waste.
Thank you ve1y much for this oppo1iunity to raise these issues.
Dan Chandler
Daniel Chandler, Ph.D.
Research and Evaluation Consultant
Trinidad CA 95570

